TRANSITION+

Transition+ simplifies the management of multiple
fleet suppliers.

Transition+ consolidates similar data from multiple
sources into a single dashboard. Our clients find this
service very useful for managing legacy fleets or when
moving between providers.
Transition+ reduces administration, provides cost
efficiencies and gives clarity so businesses can
make informed strategic decisions about their
fleets.

The service currently includes:

DATA CONSOLIDATION – we manage the daily, weekly or monthly import of data.
We map this data to a common definition so we can compare different data from
multiple suppliers.
DASHBOARD – the consolidated data is reported via a dashboard, tailored to your
requirements. The analysis can be done right down to individual vehicle/user level.
INVOICE VALIDATION AND CONSOLIDATION – We check all invoices for accuracy
against contract terms and your internal policy. We manage any queries directly
with the fleet supply chain and provide a monthly authorisation payment file to
enable suppliers to be paid.
PAYROLL REPORTING AND CONSOLIDATION – we provide payroll files for fringe
benefit, private use contributions, reimbursements and deductions.
BENCHMARKING – we prevent price creep by ensuring fleets aren’t paying any
more than what is fair in the market.
TCO REPORTING – Transition+ can provide accurate comprehensive TCO
information across the entire fleet to support future fleet planning and efficiencies,
where we take in leasing data.
INVENTORY DATABASE – we provide a global picture of inventory and ensure each
vehicle is allocated to the correct driver, cost centre and department.

Transition+ is very flexible and can add additional services,
depending on your requirements.
For example, one customer split their business into three separate companies and we
transitioned the schemes from the old company to the new companies, setting up
reporting, payroll and invoice management for them.
We can take in feeds from your whole fleet supply chain to provide real-world TCO
information. Our interactive online dashboard shows both the total view and enables
drill down access to individual vehicle or driver costs.
Fleets can then identify vehicles that are performing well and those that aren’t. This
analysis can be done for each manufacturer and model.
Transition+ is also for international fleets, this dynamic reporting toolset takes local
currency invoiced costs and pulls them together into a single reporting currency.

Transition+ removes the heavy administrative workload of
managing multiple suppliers and provides clear, detailed
analysis that can be used to steer your fleet strategy.

For more information on how TMC can help you with your duty of care and grey fleet,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach us on:

01270 525 218 or at reply@tmc.com
www.tmc.co.uk

